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Abstract
It is argued that a standard measurement of multiplicities in proton-proton
collisions is sufficient to construct a single nucleon fragmentation function.
A proposed method is based on measurement of mean values of produced
particles 〈n〉 and pairs of particles 〈n(n− 1)〉 in symmetric and asymmetric
bins.
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1 Introduction
It is commonly believed that the spectra of particles produced in inelastic nucleon-
nucleon collisions originate not only from a projectile and a target fragmentations
but also from a central production component [1]. On the other hand there are
many phenomenological and experimental evidences supporting the idea of a two-
component picture (independent target and projectile contributions) of soft particle
production in hadronic collisions. One of these is the success of the wounded nu-
cleon model [2] in description of pseudorapidity spectra of charged particles in dAu
collisions measured by the PHOBOS collaboration at
√
s = 200 GeV [3]. Indeed,
in this calculation Bia las and Czyz˙ [4] explicitly assumed that all particles are pro-
duced independently from the left- and right-moving wounded nucleons. As a result
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the wounded nucleon fragmentation function was extracted. Similar analysis was
performed in the wounded quark-diquark model [5] which resulted in simultaneous
description of the PHOBOS pp, dAu, CuCu and AuAu collisions data at
√
s = 200
GeV in almost full pseudorapidity range.
The two-component picture of pion (and baryon) production in hadronic colli-
sions was also extensively studied at SPS energies [6]. It was proved to be consis-
tent with many experimental findings which include (i) the absence of long-range
two-particle correlations in pp collisions at |xF | > 0.2 (ii) the presence of forward-
backward multiplicity correlations in pp collisions at |xF | < 0.2 and (iii) the xF
dependence of the pi+/pi− ratio in averaged pi+p and pi−p collisions. The wounded
nucleon fragmentation function deduced from the above was found to be in a good
qualitative agreement with the one extracted from the analysis of dAu collisions
data in the wounded nucleon (quark-diquark) model [4, 5]. Indeed, both functions
are peaked in the forward direction and substantially feed into the opposite hemi-
spheres. This fact also speaks for the validity of the two-component picture of soft
particle production.
Unfortunately, the above-mentioned procedures rely on rarely available precise
experimental data either in nucleon-nucleus (deuter-nucleus) collisions or in pi+p,
pi−p and pp collisions. Moreover, in the former case we also rely on the specific
model of particle production in such reactions.
In the present paper we show that the particle density from one wounded nucleon
can be extracted solely from appropriate multiplicity measurements in pp collisions.
Our method is based on measurement of average numbers of produced particles 〈n〉
and pairs of particles 〈n(n− 1)〉 in different symmetric and asymmetric bins.
In the next section we describe our method in detail. In Section 3 some comments
are included. All calculations are presented in the Appendix.
2 Measurement
The measurement of a single wounded nucleon fragmentation function can be per-
formed as follows.
In the first step we measure in pp collisions the average numbers of produced
particles 〈n〉
B+F
and pairs of particles 〈n(n− 1)〉
B+F
in the combined interval B+F ,
where B and F are two symmetric (around y = 0 in the c.m. frame) rapidity1
intervals. The schematic view of this process is shown in Fig. 1. The arrows indicate
that the left- and right-moving wounded nucleons may populate particles into both
intervals. p is the probability that a particle originating from the right(left)-moving
1Our discussion is valid for any longitudinal variable, not necessarily rapidity.
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wounded nucleon goes to F (B) interval, under the condition that this particle was
found either in B or F .2 Consequently, the probability that a particle originating
from the left(right)-moving wounded nucleon goes to F (B) interval equals 1− p.
Figure 1: In the first step we measure 〈n〉
B+F
and 〈n(n− 1)〉
B+F
in the combined
interval B + F . The arrows indicate that each wounded nucleon may populate
particles into both intervals.
In the second step we repeat the previous measurement but now only in F
interval, see Fig. 2. We measure 〈n(n− 1)〉
F
and 〈n〉
F
, where of course 〈n〉
F
=
〈n〉
B+F
/2.
Figure 2: In the second step we measure 〈n(n− 1)〉
F
in F interval. Both nucleons
may populate to this interval with an appropriate probabilities p and 1− p.
Assuming that both nucleons fragment independently we proved, see the Ap-
pendix, that the probability p can be expressed by the previously measured quanti-
ties
p =
1
2
+
1
2
√
4 〈n(n− 1)〉
F
− 〈n(n− 1)〉
B+F
〈n(n− 1)〉
B+F
− 〈n〉2
B+F
. (1)
2Obviously p depends on both position and width of F interval (B is symmetric around y = 0).
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Let ρR(y) be the right-moving wounded nucleon fragmentation function
3. It is
obvious that the probability p can be expressed as
p =
∫
F
ρR(y)dy∫
B+F
ρR(y)dy
=
∫
F
ρR(y)dy
〈n〉
F
, (2)
where the numerator represents the number of particles in F interval originating
from the right-moving wounded nucleon.
Combining (1) and (2) we obtain the relation between unknown density of pro-
duced particles from a single wounded nucleon (integrated over F ) and previously
measured 〈n〉
B+F
= 2 〈n〉
F
, 〈n(n− 1)〉
B+F
and 〈n(n− 1)〉
F
.
Finally, let us notice that if F is sufficiently narrow around yF we obtain
p =
∫
F
ρR(y)dy∫
F
N(y)dy
≈ ρR(yF )
N(yF )
, (3)
which directly relates the fragmentation function ρR(y) with the rapidity multiplicity
distribution measured in pp collisions N(y) ≡ dN(y)/dy.
3 Comments
Following comments are in order.
(i) It is interesting to note that the result (1) does not depend on the number of
active sources of particles (constituents) inside the proton. Our method rely only
on the assumption that both nucleons fragment independently.
(ii) Suppose that the multiplicity distributions in B + F and F intervals mea-
sured in pp collisions can be approximated by the negative binomial distribution
[7] with appropriate kB+F and kF , where 1/k measures the deviation from Poisson
distribution. In this case Eq. (1) has a particularly simple form
p =
1
2
+
1
2
√
kB+F
kF
− 1. (4)
(iii) It is enough to perform measurement for different bins up to y = y∗
F
> 0
in which p = 1. Here F is populated only by the right-moving nucleon and B only
be the left-moving one, thus ρR(y) = N(y) for y ≥ y∗F . Direct application of Eq.
(1) will be disturbed in the far fragmentation region (y ≈ ybeam), where energy
conservation effects will play an important role.
(iv) Once a single nucleon fragmentation function is measured it can be directly
tested in proton-nucleus collisions (or any other asymmetric nucleus-nucleus colli-
sions).
3In the c.m. frame a contribution from the left-moving nucleon ρL(y) = ρR(−y).
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(v) Finally, we would like to emphasize that our method apply to any longitudinal
variable, not necessary rapidity.
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A Appendix
Let PB+F (n) be the multiplicity distribution from both wounded nucleons in the
combined interval B + F , where B and F are two symmetric rapidity bins. It is
convenient to construct the generating function
HB+F (z) =
∑
n
PB+F (n)z
n. (5)
Let PL
B+F (n) and H
L
B+F (z) be the multiplicity distribution and corresponding
generating function in B+F from the left-moving L wounded nucleon [and analogous
PR
B+F (n) and H
R
B+F (z) for the right-mover R].
Assuming that both nucleons fragment independently we obtain
HB+F (z) = H
L
B+F (z)H
R
B+F (z). (6)
For collision of two identical nucleons we obtain
HL
B+F (z) = H
R
B+F (z) =
√
HB+F (z). (7)
Let PL
F
(n) be the multiplicity distribution in F interval from the left-moving
nucleon. It can be easily expressed by PL
B+F
PL
F
(n) =
∑
n′≥n
PL
B+F (n
′)
n′!
n! (n′ − n)! (1− p)
n pn
′−n, (8)
where p is the conditional probability that a particle originating from the left-moving
wounded nucleon goes to B interval rather than to F . Consequently 1 − p is the
probability that a particle originating from the left-moving wounded nucleon goes
to F interval rather than to B. The corresponding generating function
HL
F
(z) =
∑
n
PL
F
(n)zn =
∑
n′
PL
B+F (n
′) [p+ z − pz]n′
= HL
B+F (p+ z − pz). (9)
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Performing similar calculations for the right-moving nucleon we obtain
HR
F
(z) = HR
B+F (1− p+ pz). (10)
Let PF (n) be the multiplicity distribution from both wounded nucleons in F .
Taking Eqs. (7), (9) and (10) into account the corresponding generating function
HF can be expressed by HB+F
HF (z) = H
L
F
(z)HR
F
(z)
= HL
B+F (p+ z − pz)HRB+F (1− p+ pz)
=
√
HB+F (p+ z − pz)HB+F (1− p + pz). (11)
Finally, let us calculate the second derivative of Eq. (11) with respect to z at
z = 1. Taking the following relations into account
dHB+F (z)
dz
∣∣∣∣
z=1
= 〈n〉
B+F
,
d2HB+F (z)
dz2
∣∣∣∣
z=1
= 〈n(n− 1)〉
B+F
,
d2HF (z)
dz2
∣∣∣∣
z=1
= 〈n(n− 1)〉
F
, (12)
we obtain
4 〈n(n− 1)〉
F
= 〈n(n− 1)〉
B+F
+ [1− 4p(1− p)] [〈n(n− 1)〉
B+F
− 〈n〉2
B+F
]
, (13)
which allows to extract4 the probability p given by Eq. (1).
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